Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Myocardial tissue depends for its perfusion on a stenotic coronary artery and may become deprived of blood supply with increasing stenosis resistance (SR), leading to ischemia and ultimately to cell death. In the presence of a mild stenosis, the normal auto regulatory control of the distal vascular bed compensates for the pressure loss over the stenosis. However, with a severe stenosis, this autoregulatory vasodilatation may be exhausted at moderate exercise or even at rest.

Several diagnostic tests have been developed to support clinical decision making with respect to treatment of an epicardial stenosis by percutaneous transluminal coronary angioplasty, PTCA, or stent placement. These tests are based on the measurement of distal pressure, flow velocity or combination of both by applying a so-called guide wire (tip 0.3 mm diameter) having a pressure and/or velocity sensor at its tip \[[@CR16]\]. These measurements result in indices like coronary flow velocity reserve (CFVR), fractional flow reserve (FFR) or SR \[[@CR15], [@CR18]\]. These indices provide a threshold level value below or above which the cardiologist will treat the stenosis. However, the fact that the perfusion of the myocardium differs over the various myocardial layers depending on the proximity of the left ventricular cavity is neglected in the decision protocols.

Presently, many techniques are being developed to measure perfusion differences over the myocardial wall. MRI, especially, is a promising technique in this respect. These measurements confirm the earlier findings in animals that the subendocardium is particularly vulnerable to ischemia \[[@CR1], [@CR5]\]. The reason for this is that myocardial contraction has an impeding effect on blood flow, especially in the inner layer of myocardial tissue while in the subepicardium or outer layer this compression effect is minimal \[[@CR22]\]. These new image-based modalities to measure the perfusion distribution provide great new opportunities to evaluate the physiological impact of an epicardial stenosis on tissue perfusion. The simplest stress test to apply is the local or systemic injection of adenosine, which mimics the perfusion condition when autoregulatory flow adaptation is exhausted. However, the microvascular resistance in the subendocardium at hyperemia strongly depends on the pressure distal to the stenosis and the diastolic time fraction (DTF) \[[@CR8]\], which strongly depends on HR \[[@CR3]\]. For a proper interpretation of an adenosine test it is therefore necessary to have insight into how the distal pressure of a stenosis and DTF affect the perfusion distribution in the wall of the beating heart.

In the present model study we apply data of animal studies \[[@CR8]\] to predict changes in myocardial perfusion distribution during an adenosine stress test. This bears clinical importance since changes in DTF and perfusion pressure are not taken into account when applying this adenosine test in the clinical setting. We hypothesized that above a certain HR adenosine would underestimate the subendocardial perfusion as a result of steal induced by subepicardial vasodilation. Furthermore, we expect that subendocardial perfusion will be underestimated for low HR. We further define the conditions of coronary pressure and DTF, where perfusion is expected to be homogenously distributed over the different layers, and relate this condition to threshold values of currently used clinical indices to quantify the significance of a coronary stenosis.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Arrangement of myocardium in parallel layers {#Sec3}
--------------------------------------------

In the model, the heart is assumed to be a hollow muscle divided into three parallel myocardial layers as previously used for data representation \[[@CR8]\], i.e., the subepicardial, midmyocardial and the subendocardial layer as depicted in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}a. Each of the myocardial tissue layers possesses an autoregulatory resistance so that flow in each layer is controlled within the normal range. The reference condition of the model was defined by a perfusion pressure of 90 mmHg and a venous pressure of 5 mmHg. We assumed a human reference heart weighing 300 g, and the coronary artery supplies 100 g of tissue, subdivided into three layers of equal weight. In the reference condition there is no coronary stenosis and DTF is taken as 0.5. Collaterals are not included in the model. Fig. 1**a** Schematic illustration of the arrangement of the *left* ventricle wall into a series of concentric tissue slices organized as parallel layers. **b** Arrangement of myocardial layers, stenosis resistance and autoregulation resistances. Here *Paorta* is the aortic pressure, *Pc* is coronary pressure distal of an epicardial stenosis and *Pvenous* denotes the venous pressure. The autoregulatory resistances of each tissue layer are denoted by variable resistances, whereas the hyperemic resistances are denoted by their respective name. *P1*, *P2* and *P3* are the pressures that perfuse the hyperemic resistance

Each tissue element is represented by a total resistance, *R* ~tot~, which is the sum of a series of two resistances, one representing hyperemic resistance, *R* ~hyp~ and the other autoregulatory resistance, *R* ~auto~ (see Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b).

Parameterization of the model {#Sec4}
-----------------------------

Layer blood flow conductance is expressed as ml min^−1^ g^−1^ mmHg^−1^ and for the hyperemic state, it depends on (DTF) and perfusion pressure (Pc) of the myocardial layer \[[@CR8]\]. This data set results in the hyperemic conductances for the model. Bache determined flow reserve for the different layers at different heart rates but only one value for Pc \[[@CR1]\]. We used these regional flow reserves (4.36, 4.28 and 4.02 for the subepicardial, midmyocardial and subendocardial layer, respectively), at HR = 100 for estimating the autoregulatory resistances. In our model however, the flow reserve in hyperemia is slightly lower as a consequence of small pressure decrease across the coronary artery. In case the dependency of the hyperemic resistances on DTF and Pc is equal for all layers, the autoregulatory resistances of all layers would be equal as well. However, as shown by Fokkema, the hyperemic resistances have a layer-specific response to a change in pressure. Therefore, the autoregulatory resistances and the pressures proximal to the hyperemic resistance become layer-specific as well.

Since the mean goat myocardial conductance as found by Fokkema, is somewhat increased as compared to human myocardial conductance \[[@CR20]\], e.g., approximately 0.014 versus 0.0083 ml min^−1^ g^−1^ mmHg^−1^in humans assuming a 225 ml min^−1^ flow, 90 mmHg and a 300-g myocardium, the myocardial conductance of each layer as given by Fokkema was reduced by 40%. In Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} an overview of the conductance of each myocardial layer is given. Table 1Parameters used in the modelMyocardial layerHyperemic conductance (ml/min/g/mmHg)Assumed maximal flow in hyperemia^b^ (ml/min)Normal flow per myocardial layer^b^ (ml/min)Subepicardium0.0149 − 0.0137 DTF + 0.0003 Pc^a^98.522.8Midmyocardium−0.0288 + 0.0756 DTF + 0.00029 Pc99.623.5Subendocardium−0.0618 + 0.118 DTF + 0.00044 Pc104.526.3Total coronary flow302.672.6^a^Subepicardial conductance was obtained from data by Fokkema et al. represented in their Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}b. Please note that subepicardial conductance is only weakly influenced by subepicardial pressure and DTF^b^The reference DTF is assumed as 0.5, normal aortic and venous pressures are assumed 90 and 5 mmHg respectively

Subsequently, from the normal flow and the fractional flow increase it is possible to obtain the distribution of resistance between the autoregulatory and the hyperemic resistances. The hyperemic resistance depends on DTF, coronary pressure and the myocardial layer. The autoregulatory resistances are calculated from pressure and flow that match the assumed local oxygen demand and the layer-specific hyperemic resistances. These pressure and flow data result in *R* ~tot~ as long as *R* ~tot~ \> *R* ~hyp~, *R* ~auto~ = *R* ~tot~ − *R* ~hyp~. In case *R* ~tot~ ≤ *R* ~hyp~, the corresponding autoregulatory resistance is 0 and *R* ~tot,~is made equal to *R* ~hyp.~. In that case, the flow will be lower then needed according to demand and flow will follow from the resistance value and pressure. Administration of adenosine in the normal situation sets the resistance of the autoregulation to 0, i.e., causes maximal flow in each layer.

Modeling of coronary stenosis {#Sec5}
-----------------------------

Modeling the influence of an epicoronary stenosis was done as previously \[[@CR14], [@CR15]\]. In brief, the combined SR results from viscous friction according to Poiseuille's law and the resistance resulting from convective acceleration within a narrowed flow channel and exit pressure loss upon diameter increase according to Bernoulli's law \[[@CR14], [@CR21]\]. The total SR as a consequence of these combined effects is $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Calculation of myocardial resistances, pressures and flows in case of coronary stenosis {#Sec6}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In case of a coronary stenosis, the pressure loss resulting from the flow through the stenosis reduces the coronary pressure for perfusion of the segments. To maintain normal perfusion, the autoregulatory resistance *R* ~auto~ per segment is reduced except when it becomes 0. In that case, autoregulation resistance is exhausted, and myocardial flow cannot be enhanced by a further reduced autoregulatory resistance.

In the model, all resistances are calculated first on the basis of perfusion pressures in the myocardial layers. Subsequently, the total resistance of the SR connected with the three parallel myocardial layers is determined. Then, from the aortic and venous pressure gradient, total tissue flow can be obtained. From the resistances of the myocardial layers, the flow per layer and thus the tissue perfusion can be obtained. In case of a lower or higher tissue perfusion than normal, the autoregulation resistance of the myocardial layer is reduced or increased and the procedure is repeated. The iteration is terminated when the difference between the flow for each layer with the normal flow is less than 10^−3^ or the autoregulation of the specific layer is exhausted. In case of simulated adenosine administration, the autoregulation resistances are set to 0.

Definition of fractional flow reserve and coronary flow velocity reserve {#Sec7}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

In this study, the influence of collateral flow is ignored and FFR is defined as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The CFVR is defined as the ratio of the maximal *V* ~Max~ and normal *V* ~N~blood flow velocities. This can be measured clinically using a Doppler flow velocity wire. The coronary flow reserve (CFR) was developed to describe the fractional increase in coronary blood flow to the heart in case of increased oxygen demand from the heart. In our study however, we will use the ratio of maximal hyperemic and normal blood flow, so that the CFVR is approximated by the CFR as $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Simulations {#Sec8}
-----------

The pressure loss across a coronary stenosis is simulated for different stenosis severities. Simulations were done for the normal controlled situation with intact autoregulation and varying DTF and coronary pressure through stenosis severity. In addition, these simulations were repeated for the hyperemic situation with absent autoregulation. The level of autoregulation as dependent on DTF is obtained, as well as the DTF yielding equal endocardial and epicardial flow, defined as DTF~1~, is simulated as a function of coronary pressure. Finally, the increase of flow demand by exercise and the influence of DTF on FFR are illustrated.

Results {#Sec9}
=======

Pressure loss across a coronary stenosis {#Sec10}
----------------------------------------

The influence of changes in DTF on the subendocardial, midmyocardial and subepicardial flows can be investigated for different stenoses severities. For these simulations we chose stenoses so that for reference values DTF = 0.5 and PAorta = 90 mmHg FFR resulted in the following values: FFR = 1, FFR = 0.75 and FFR = 0.5 These FFR values correspond to 0, 56 and 72% diameter occlusion of the vascular lumen, respectively. The pressure loss for these three stenoses as a function of coronary flow is given in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Fig. 2Pressure loss across the stenosis as a function of coronary flow. The *black dots* indicate the pressure drop where FFR equals 1, 0.75 and 0.5, respectively, for the reference conditions of DTF and aortic pressure

Myocardial layer flow with coronary stenosis {#Sec11}
--------------------------------------------

Flow predictions for the different layers for increasing stenosis degree in the presence of autoregulatory control are illustrated in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} for three DTF values. On the *x*-axis the distal coronary pressure (Pc) is plotted, which is reduced by the increasing stenosis degree. Depending on the layer and DTF, flow is maintained at the prescribed value up to a certain threshold of pressure below which the autoregulatory response is exhausted and flow drops. The subendocardial hyperemic resistance is strongly affected by DTF while subepicardial hyperemic resistance is rather independent of DTF and pressure. Please note that for the reference condition (DTF = 0.5, no stenosis and Paorta = 90 mm Hg), myocardial flow at the subendocardium is higher than subepicardium for low stenosis values. Fig. 3**a** *Left* and **b** *right*. **a** Model outcomes for coronary pressure and myocardial flow per layer for the different myocardial layers. **b** Model outcomes for subepicardial and subendocardial flow for different values of DTF (0.4, 0.5 and 0.6)

The dependence of subendocardial perfusion on DTF is such that for DTF values smaller than the reference value autoregulatory response is exhausted earlier than in the subepicardium, but for larger DTF values the opposite effect is found. In any case subendocardial underperfusion will occur earlier at low coronary pressure and at a higher HR (smaller DTF).

Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a and b demonstrates the hyperemic pressure flow relation during pharmacological vasodilation for the three layers. Panel A for the reference DTF and all three layers, Panel B for the three DTF's studied but only subepicardium and subendocardium. The curves depicted in this figure correspond to the trajectories of relationships in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} where autoregulation was exhausted. The pressure-flow relations are convex to the pressure axis, indicating that with decreasing pressure, myocardial hyperemic resistance is increased. As can be seen in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}b, the model predicts a shift of the flow pressure relations to the right with decreasing values of DTF but to the left with decreasing DTF. For reference the average mean flow for the case of autoregulation is shown as well. Also this figure demonstrates that that subendocardial reserve is exhausted earlier at higher heart rate and for lower SR. Fig. 4**a** *Left* and **b** right. **a** Myocardial layer flow expressed as the percentage of normal flow as a function of coronary pressure for DTF = 0.5. **b** Subepicardial and subendocardial flow per layer as a function of coronary pressure. As can be seen from the level of flow increase, subendocardial layer conductance strongly depends on DTF (0.4, 0.5 and 0.6)

Myocardial autoregulation resistance {#Sec12}
------------------------------------

Myocardial autoregulation resistances in the model are adjusted such that myocardial layer flow tends to remain normal, independent of changes in a range of coronary pressures. Autoregulation resistances decrease with decreasing perfusion pressure as with epicoronary stenosis. Since the hyperemic resistances depend on DTF, a reduced DTF may lead to a higher hyperemic resistance and consequently a lower level of autoregulation resistance to maintain normal prescribed flow. Autoregulatory resistances as a function of DTF in the absence of coronary stenosis at reference arterial pressure are depicted in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. It is shown that subepicardial autoregulatory resistance (black column) is relatively uninfluenced by DTF, but for midmyocardial and subendocardial layers (grey columns), these resistances are lower at lower DTF because more dilatory compensation is needed for the increased hyperemic resistance. This implies that these myocardial layers have a smaller range of autoregulatory compensation to correct for a pressure drop over a stenosis. Note that the subendocardium and midmyocardium are better protected from low coronary pressure for larger values of DTF. Fig. 5Autoregulation resistances in the absence of a coronary stenosis of the myocardial layers as a function of DTF

Comparison of endocardial and epicardial flow {#Sec13}
---------------------------------------------

With intact autoregulation and without stenosis the endocardial and epicardial flow ratio equals 1.15 and is the result of autoregulatory compensation in each layer. In the hyperemic state however, this endo/epi ratio will in general be different from 1.15 but a DTF~1~, can be defined as function of coronary pressure for which the endo/epi range is 1. This relationship between DTF~1~ and coronary pressure is depicted in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}. Since decrease in coronary perfusion pressure corresponds to higher increase in the hyperemic subendocardial resistance, a higher DTF (lower HR) is required for preservation of even flow distribution. The area below this curve indicates the DTF for which hyperemic perfusion in subendocardium is lower than in the subepicardium. For higher DTF values it has the opposite effect. Fig. 6DTF~1~as a function of coronary pressure. Please note DTF~1~ is not defined for the entire range of pressures

Flow distribution depending DTF and coronary stenosis {#Sec14}
-----------------------------------------------------

The effect of SR is demonstrated in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}a--c, where for each stenosis flow distribution at autoregulatory and hyperemic conditions are shown for three different DTF values. In the absence of a coronary stenosis and for the 56% stenosis autoregulatory flow is not affected by DTF, whereas the hyperemic flow values depend on DTF and layer type. For the reference value of DTF = 0.5 hyperemic flow is rather constant for both stenosis conditions. For the 72% stenosis, hyperemic flow in the subendocardial layer is lower than in the subepicardium. Note that adenosine increases subepicardial flow but reduces subendocardial flow and induces subendocardial ischemia. This difference in layer response is even larger for lower DTF values where subendocardial flow was already below flow demand in the presence of autoregulation. Fig. 7This figure illustrates that for a mild stenosis, (56% occlusion), changes in DTF do not result in endocardial underperfusion. However, with a more severe stenosis present (72% occlusion) in absence of normal autoregulation following the administration of adenosine, the flow to the entire myocard may be enhanced at the expense of reduced endocardial flow

The drop in flow in one layer related to vasodilation in all layers is referred to as coronary steal. It is the result of increased pressure drop over the stenosis following vasodilatation in the layers with some reserve, i.e., autoregulatory resistance, left. Note that in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}c for DTF = 0.6 the steal works in the opposite direction and subendocardial flow increases upon adenosine administration at the expense of a reduced subepicardial flow.

Increase of flow demand by exercise {#Sec15}
-----------------------------------

During exercise regional vasodilation is related to regional increased oxygen demand and may become exhausted at either endocardial or epicardial layer, first depending on DTF. This is illustrated by Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"}, where the ratio between endocardial and epicardial flow is plotted as a function of normalized flow demand (NFD), with the value 1 corresponding to oxygen demand at rest. Hence, the normalized flow demand is proportional to the change in fractional oxygen consumption change. Fig. 8Ratio of subendo and subepicardial flow as a function of normalized flow demand for different values of DTF

For the reference case (no stenosis, PAorta = 90 mm Hg, DTF = 0.5) represented by a solid line, the relationship is horizontal and ends at the designed maximal flow where all autoregulatory resistances have become 0 corresponding to a normalized flow of about four for each layer. Subepicardial flow in this case is slightly increased as compared to subendocardial flow. In the absence of a stenosis and DTF = 0.4 the subendocardial autoregulation is exhausted first and endocardial/epicardial flow ratio will start to fall at a normalized flow demand of 2.7. For DTF = 0.6 it is the subepicardium where autoregulation is exhausted first but at a higher normalized flow demand.

In the presence of a stenosis this model behavior remains but now the endocardial/epicardial flow ratio cannot be maintained at 1.15 for the entire range but will start to drop at lower normalized flow demand values: at the reference DTF for 56% diameter stenosis at NFD = 2.3 and for 72% diameter stenosis at NFD = 1. However, for DTF = 0.6 it is the subepicardium that is underperfused first. For DTF = 0.4 the subendocardium is already severely underperfused for NFD = 1, which is only worsened with increasing flow demand.

Modulation of stenosis effect on myocardial perfusion by DTF {#Sec16}
------------------------------------------------------------

Figure [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"} provides a graphical analysis of the interaction between hyperemic myocardial perfusion and stenosis hemodynamics related to two often-used clinical indices, FFR and CFVR. The top panel relates to the whole heart and the bottom panel to the subendocardium. Myocardial flow is expressed per gram tissue. The curves related to tissue perfusion are similar to those depicted in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The curves depicting the stenosis hemodynamics are similar to those of Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}, but now the axes are switched and the pressure drop is plotted with respect to aortic pressure. The intersection of a perfusion and stenosis relationship forms defines the operating point at full vasodilation. Fig. 9**a** *Top*. Model results for flow pressure curves for different values of DTF for the myocardium as a whole and **b** *Bottom* for the subendocardium alone. Flow is expressed per gram tissue. Note that FFR and CFVR are not constant for a stenosis degree but vary by DTF

It is clear that for a given stenosis a change in DTF shifts the tissue perfusion curve and thereby the intersection with the stenosis relationship. This reflects the reduction in pressure drop over the stenosis when flow is reduced by increasing microvascular resistance. The change in DTF induces changes also in FFR and CVFR for the same stenosis degree. When decreasing DTF from 0.5 to 0.4 FFR increases from 0.75 to 0.79, which usually is seen as indicative of reduction in stenosis significance while practically the range for subendocardial flow reserve is reduced to the bare minimum. Obviously these responses are even more serious for the higher stenosis degree.

Discussion {#Sec17}
==========

In this model study, we demonstrate the dependence of subendocardial layer perfusion on DTF. Since perfusion of the myocardial layers depends on DTF, clinical measurements that are performed by artificial hyperemia by infusing adenosine may overestimate subendocardial layer perfusion at exercise when DTF is reduced as compared during clinical measurement.

This model study demonstrates the importance of standardization of conditions of cardiac function in testing the physiological state of the coronary circulation. More specifically, cardiac function assessment by using a hyperemia stress test is dependent on myocardial testing conditions. This is especially important for these factors that dominate subendocardial perfusion: DTF and perfusion pressure. The absolute values of the perfusion predictions depend on parameterization of the model for which animal data were used. Therefore, extrapolation of distribution of perfusion in the human has to be performed with care. However, the model behavior is rather general and can be interpreted in the following way. There is a reference condition, DTF~1~, defined by coronary perfusion pressure and DTF for which perfusion of the myocardial layers is evenly distributed. Increasing DTF from this reference value will increase hyperemic subendocardial perfusion while decreasing DTF will do the opposite. It further may be concluded that a clinical test applying, e.g., adenosine to obtain maximal vasodilatation may deviate from perfusion distribution during real exercise induced hyperemia.

Microsphere data {#Sec18}
----------------

The literature contains numerous studies in which microspheres have been applied to study blood flow distribution over the myocardium in hyperemic conditions. The general conclusion is that the subendocardium is the location where blood flow is most sensitive to contraction-related flow-impeding mechanisms \[[@CR22]\]. In contrast, perfusion of the subepicardium is hardly or oppositely affected by cardiac contraction \[[@CR8]\]. Therefore, the Endo/Epi flow ratio has been used as an index to define the perfusion state of the subendocardium with the subepicardium as reference.

In experiments where coronary perfusion pressure is maintained, but the heart arrested the endo/epi ratio is about 1.5 \[[@CR6]\], which indicates that intrinsic subendocardial vascular resistance (no effect of contraction) is lower than that in the epicardium \[[@CR23]\]. This agrees with the observation that luminal volume percentage of resistance arteries in the subendocardium is higher than that at the subepicardium \[[@CR23]\]. At very high HR, around 180 beats/min, the endo/epi ratio is about 0.5. Hence, with rather constant epicardial resistance the contraction of the heart may vary the subendocardial resistance by a factor of three.

For model purposes however, a data set is needed under normal controlled conditions and with sufficient variation in the parameter values for parameter estimations. Few studies do deliver this information. The classical dataset from Bache \[[@CR1]\] provides the effect of DTF on hyperemic flow distribution but only at Pc = 100 mm Hg. However, it also provides information on flow distribution at rest and hence allows for the estimation of *R* ~hyp~ and *R* ~auto~ at this value of Pc. The more recent dataset of Fokkema et al. \[[@CR8]\] provides the information on how the relation between *R* ~hyp~ and DTF is modulated by Pc, essential for prediction of the effects of a stenosis.

Sensitivity analysis {#Sec19}
--------------------

In order to validate the dependency of the model outcomes on the starting parameters a sensitivity analysis was performed. Setting the normal flows for the subendocardium and the subepicardium to the flow level of the midmyocardium did not alter the model outcomes significantly. Setting subepicardial conductance independent of Pc \[[@CR8]\], results in the percent flow of the epicardial layer decreasing linear with decreasing Pc. Subepicardial steal in case of a severe coronary stenosis however remained.

Changes in the myocardial layer conductances affect the model outcomes to a larger extent. Increasing the influence of DTF on myocardial layer conductance of midmyocardial and subendocardial layers by 25%, produces comparable outcomes albeit with increased effect of subepicardial steal when DTF is low. Instead, reducing the influence of DTF by 25% decreases subepicardial steal for low DTF; however, this mechanism remains present. Increasing the influence of myocardial layer perfusion pressure on layer conductance by 25% leads to lower perfusion when coronary pressure is reduced. In contrast, decreasing the influence of layer perfusion pressure leads to slightly lower pressures when subendocardial perfusion is decreased.

Removal of the Bernoulli component of the SR, in Eq. 1, leads to a decreased luminal diameter, i.e., 67 and 77% diameter occlusion, necessary for an FFR of 0.75 and 0.5, respectively. Although in this case, the nonlinear pressure loss for severe stenosis was included in the model, it is not essential for interpretation of the model outcomes. Here, different values of DTF, lead to different myocardial layer conductances, so that myocardial flow is altered and as a consequence pressure loss across the stenosis is affected. Finally, the normal flow and conductance of the midmyocardial and subendocardial layers was set equal, and the influence of DTF on layer conductance was reduced. In spite of these changes in model parameters, the model outcomes essentially remain unchanged; i.e., subepicardial hyperemic steal develops for low DTF with adenosine administration and FFR is dependent on DTF.

Limitations {#Sec20}
-----------

The model we used is empirical and the dependence of the *R* ~hyp~ on DTF is not based on physical principles of compressed intramural vessels. Several of these models relate the dynamic changes of diameter of intramural vessels to changes in their resistances and predict in that way the effect of DTF and Pc \[[@CR17]\]. This latter approach is certainly useful in order to arrive at a more detailed understanding of how contracting myocardium affects its perfusion \[[@CR22]\]. However, the present model allows extrapolation from relationships obtained in animal studies to the clinical situation without assumptions related to the actual perfusion contraction interaction.

The experimental data used to parameterize the model were obtained in controlled conditions applying anesthesia \[[@CR1]\] and an extra corporeal perfusion system \[[@CR8]\]. Most likely the parameters of *R* ~hyp~(DTF, Pc) may differ between man and animals. Therefore, human studies are needed to arrive at reliable parameters. However, it is unlikely that the general trends of the model behavior will drastically change and likely that a reference condition under which flow distribution over endocardial and epicardial layers is even will hold. For DTF values lower than the DTF value at this reference condition the subendocardium is at risk but it is relatively safe for higher DTF values.

In this study we kept aortic pressure constant and at 90 mm Hg as to stay close to the range of experimental data on flow distribution. It will be especially interesting to see what happens during more pathophysiological conditions as hypertension and hyperthrophy.

The distinction between hyperemic and autoregulatory resistance is very practical for the model design but rather artificial. Autoregulation is caused by changing the smooth muscle tone in small arteries with diameters varying between 10 and 400 μm. Hyperemic conditions occur when this tone is reduced to 0 and the vessels obtain their maximal diameter determined by the connective tissue in the wall. Hence, in this condition where *R* ~auto~ = 0 these vessels still have resistance which contributes to our hyperemic resistance parameter *R* ~hyp~. Hence, the distinction between *R* ~auto~ and *R* ~hyp~ does not relate to anatomical location, but is to be considered as a functional model characteristic that describes the experimental data.

Clinical implications {#Sec21}
---------------------

Currently, MRI-based methods for routine measurements of myocardial perfusion distribution are being developed. It is therefore of paramount importance that the clinician is able to interpret the data resulting from such a new functional imaging techniques. An important benefit is that the spatial resolution of these novel image-based flow distribution modalities, approach that of the earlier microsphere studies in animals. Therefore, a model able to describe quantitatively the earlier findings on perfusion distribution obtained by that technique could be of great help. The present model demonstrates how important it is to standardize the conditions of measurement with respect to DTF and coronary perfusion pressure.

In general it is recognized that the subendocardium is most vulnerable to ischemia and this has been related to the increased subendocardial resistance as a result of heart contraction. This model study demonstrates that this paradigm needs modification since the vulnerability, expressed as reduced hyperemic subendocardial flow depends on DTF and perfusion pressure.

Patients with signs of cardiac ischemia are in general medicated with Beta-blockers in order to reduce their heart rate and systemic blood pressure. Two important beneficial effects then result; myocardial oxygen demand is reduced, and the DTF-related hyperemic flow potential at the subendocardium is increased. The positive effect of reduction in oxygen demand is better recognized than the effect of increased hyperemic flow potential. However, it can be shown that the sensitivity of hyperemic flow potential to a change in HR is larger than the sensitivity to a change in oxygen demand \[[@CR17]\].

Exercise-induced hyperemia is difficult to realize during catheterization or MRI measurement. Therefore, adenosine is administered to induce maximal vasodilation and thereby hyperemic conditions. However, the present model clearly demonstrates that in the presence of a stenosis pharmacological vasodilation has different effects on the heart than exercise-induced vasodilation. Pharmacological vasodilation augments 'steal' of perfusion from one layer to another and depending on DTF can favor perfusion of the subendoardium or subepicardium.

During catheterization the physiological severity of a stenosis is often indicated by the FFR. Assuming that the venous pressure is 0, FFR simply is the ratio between pressure distal of the stenosis and aortic pressure but measured at hyperemic conditions where all autoregulatory resistances are 0. In terms of resistance circuit analysis such as depicted in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}b, this ratio equals *R* ~m~/(*R* ~s~ + *R* ~m~) where *R* ~m~ is the replacement of all distal resistances in parallel and *R* ~s~ is the SR. Consequently, FFR only reflects *R* ~s~ when *R* ~m~ is well-defined. In the clinical literature it is often assumed that *R* ~m~ is constant but this model study indicates clearly that *R* ~m~, and therefore FFR, depends on DTF and not uniquely reflects the SR. This dependency is not unimportant since in clinical practice a threshold of FFR = 0.75 is applied below which a stent is placed. Hence, a change in HR during the measurement of FFR may result in a change of treatment decision \[[@CR16]\].

Although FFR and CFVR depend on DTF, the changes in these epicardial-determined indices reflect only the changes in subendocardial perfusion in a rather attenuated manner as indicated by Figs. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}a and b. Obviously, this is the result of the subepicardial layer which resistance is rather independent of DTF and blunts the response of the subendocardium on epicardial measurements. Using a SPECT stress test, threshold values for FFR = 0.75 and CFVR = 2 have been reported in the literature \[[@CR9], [@CR11], [@CR13]\] below which ischemia is induced. Figure [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}b demonstrates that these values correspond to the reference value chosen for this study where the endocardial epicardial flow ratio is 1 at a DTF = 0.5. Based on this figure one might conclude that at FFR = 0.75 a flow reserve is left of about 2. However, this flow reserve will be lost with an increase in oxygen consumption that most likely is the result of an increased HR inducing a downward shift in the subendocardial hyperemic flow pressure relationship. As a consequence, pharmacologically determined flow reserve, without simultaneously increased oxygen demand, may prove an overestimation of the actual increase in oxygen demand that the coronary circulation may facilitate.

An important clinical implication of this study is the finding of epicardial hyperemic steal \[[@CR2], [@CR4], [@CR7]\], where flow is increased in the epicardium at the expense of a decrease in the subendocardium. Figure [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} illustrates that upon administration of adenosine the autoregulatory resistances are set to 0, after which flow distribution to the myocardium may change significantly. These changes in flow distribution may especially be significant when due to a coronary stenosis the endocardial autoregulation resistance prior to adenosine administration was absent or reduced \[[@CR10]\]. In that case endocardial flow may significantly decrease due to decreased coronary pressure, which is reduced as a consequence of increased flow to the entire myocardium through the stenosis after adenosine administration. This effect is illustrated in Fig. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"}c.

In the case that microvascular dysfunction might have significantly increased the hyperemic resistance \[[@CR5]\], an increased myocardial flow by lowering of autoregulatory resistances, may cause abnormal distribution of flow and result in endocardial ischemia \[[@CR12]\]. This type of flow redistribution in hyperemia, has been suggested with the use of MRI \[[@CR12], [@CR19]\]. However, the reduction in endocardial perfusion was not confirmed in a recent study \[[@CR19]\], but instead the ratio of endocardial and epicardial flow was reduced. The second effect here, precluding an accurate assessment of endocardial flow is the influence of DTF. As established previously, changes in DTF may change hyperemic resistance significantly; causing either adequate endocardial perfusion or significant underperfusion as is illustrated by Figs. [9](#Fig9){ref-type="fig"}a and b.

This study also confirms the beneficial action of drugs that prolong DTF, e.g., dobutamine \[[@CR3], [@CR8]\] without affecting HR, or propranolol, a beta-blocker which increases DTF and reduces HR \[[@CR3]\], or isoproterenol which is a beta adrenergic agonist similar to dobutamine and increases DTF by shortening systole while increasing HR \[[@CR3]\].

Conclusions {#Sec22}
===========

In conclusion, using a simple model of the coronary circulation with hyperemic resistances dependent on DTF and coronary pressure, the concept of epicardial hyperemic steal of flow at the expense of endocardial flow is illustrated. This hyperemic steal is especially influential when endocardial autoregulation is low as a consequence of reduced coronary pressure, and may preclude an accurate clinical assessment of endocardial perfusion. In addition, for identical stenosis severity, DTF influences the coronary pressure, implying in our model that DTF alters the measured FFR ratio for identical stenosis and aortic pressure. These results may bear highly significant importance for the adenosine-assisted evaluation of subendocardial underperfusion involved in the treatment of coronary stenosis by interventional cardiology stent placement.
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